What Can We Possibly Learn from Cattle Breeders?
By Adrian Stewart
I recently had the opportunity to listen to an experienced cattle breeder. He has been breeding
and marketing seed stock for over 40 years now and I would like to share his thoughts with you.
Jay has marketed for himself and for clients, just about every kind of cattle in most cattle breeds
in this country. Over the years Jay has seen breeds billed as the solution to the cattlemen's
prayer come and go, and he has seen cattle with no visible value to anyone sell at prices he
couldn't believe.
Jay will tell you how he has seen people by the hundreds embark upon seed stock operations
and never sell an animal at more than market price, even though they bought for big dollars
what were billed as the best cattle in a particular breed as the basis of their herds. In four or five
years, most of them sold out, disillusioned and bitter at an industry they believe bilked them of
their hard-earned capital.
Breeders in the cattle business are only too glad to sell these folks the fine animals at prices that
are often staggering, yet fail to offer them the help and the knowledge it takes to make those
cattle into investments that will bring them a return. The cattle business, is and perhaps always
will be, a case of caveat emptor, let the buyer beware.
A prospective buyer -- either a novice in the business or even a good solid commercial producer
meaning to upgrade into the seed stock business -- comes to the ranch, looking to buy cattle he
is convinced are the best in a breed, which is the top breed available in the business. These
people honestly believe that all they have to do in order to make their fledgling seed stock
operation pay, is to have the best cattle available. What could be simpler?
They buy the hottest bloodlines, sons of the old bull, the one that won at Denver or Jackson or
Houston. They buy females out of the top donor cows on the place, cows that everyone says are
the breed's top producing females. They take them back to their spit-shined farms and ranches,
the ones with the white fences and the landing strips and the red barns and the manor houses.
They turn them out and they get the calves and breed others either AI or through carefully
selected embryos. Their herds grow, under the hand of some of the top herdsmen they've been
able to find. They drive out in the evenings and look at what they and God have wrought and are
proud.
Then they wait for customers, and wait and wait and wait. Maybe they even send an animal to a
show, and they may buy an ad in the breed journal offering sons of the old bull, one of which
was third in his class. But nobody answers their ads and nobody comes to look.
One day they wake up and decide they've been pumping money into this operation to the point
that it takes another entire business to pay the bills, and have yet to see a return. Of course,
they are too proud to ask why. That would indicate they don't know what the hell they've been
doing. All they want is for the place to break even, but it just won't. It has become the most
expensive hobby they ever had and they grow bitter.

Most of these people -- not all, but most -- can be helped. There are always those who buy a
cow and immediately know all there is to know about the cattle business. A wise old cattleman
once told me that there is no one smarter about the cattle business than a doctor who has
owned a few cows for a year. Those folks we can't help, because they will not admit they don't
know it all. They will do it their way until the grass retakes their runways, the barns and fences
collapse, and their names on the mailbox by the fancy gate fade to nothing.
But there are those who can be helped, those who will listen to good advice if it is offered, those
who want to understand the cattle business. These we should encourage and help and teach
and explain how to make their operations succeed.
We should tell this person that just because they own sons of the old bull, doesn’t mean they are
worth more than market price unless they are marketed and marketed creatively and
aggressively. We should warn them that there is no intrinsic value in seed stock, nothing that will
automatically increase their value above straight over-the-scale prices but the ability of the
owner to market them. As the owner breeder they must sell themselves, their own breeding
programs and, finally, their own cattle.
They should be taught that they must start with good cattle and then, market those good cattle,
add value to those good cattle, build respect for those good cattle through their own efforts. And
we should give them sound advice and counsel as to how to do that.
In doing so, we would not be building competitors. We would be adding to our on-going market
base through repeat customers. It is in our own best interest to do this.
This isn't a new idea. It is has been done in the past by some of the acknowledged master
breeders in several breeds of cattle some of whom even hold seminars for their good customers,
share marketing networks with them and are always available to give sound advice on particular
problems.
These breeders maintain their customer bases by keeping their good customers active and
profitable, and the heart of their successes are these repeat customers. I recommend the
practice to all my purebred seedstock clients because it is sound and because it will help to
make the seedstock business of the future more legitimate as an investment.
Article ends 1000 words.

